Thursday 9th May 2019
Tēnā koutou katoa ngā mihi ki Te whānau ō te Kura ō Rimu – greetings to all families of Rimu School.
Last week we began our term with a focus on the Health Curriculum, through our visit with Harold in the Life Education
Van. This is always a highlight for our tamariki of all ages. The key themes that were taught over the 2 days were:
Matai

Why is my reputation and identity important? Managing ourselves, resilience, who am I and being
confident in that, conflict resolution, peer interactions and revealing who we are in these.

Kowhai

What is peer pressure and how can we deal with it?

Manuka

What is the impact of the decisions we make? How can our feelings influence the way we act?

Miro

How do our bodies get energy from the food we eat?

Rata

What’s inside our bodies?

What is the impact of the decisions we make?

Here’s what our students had to say about what they learnt:
Manuka:

Harold was awesome because he taught us that we are all unique and different. Bella
There is no bad feelings, it's what we do with them that counts. Tim
I like learning about bucket filling to make people happy. Be a bucket filler not a bucket dipper. Zoe.
I liked learning about Harold's toolbox - ways that you can calm down when you are not in the green zone.
Like breathing, listening to music and smelling the flowers and blowing out the candles to calm down. Meila
Kowhai:
I learnt that your brain has a thinking part and a silly (feeling) part. Sometimes the feeling part takes over the thinking
part and we need to breathe to control it. - Deacon
I learnt that we shouldn’t peer pressure someone because it could hurt their feelings. Also, if I don’t want to do
something I don’t have to. - Victoria
I learnt about conform and what it means. It means to be the same or follow certain rules. I also learnt to be assertive
and not aggressive or passive. We also have two parts of our brain we use, the thinking brain and the feeling brain and
we need to breathe to control these parts. - Saige
I liked that we learnt about the brain and all about peer pressure. I also enjoyed being taught by Harold and it was
different from last year. - Josiah

